
H IS 225 Notes 
 
W eek 1 

 
S panish flu: 

 
https://theorca.ca/resident-pod/british-columbia-and-the-pandemic-of-1918/ 

 
-similar to COVID-19 in that it likely originated in China 
-difference: spread largely by labourers, rather than professionals and vacationers 
-similarity: people tried to downplay it 
Dr. Price: 
Wake up! Realize that there is a war on, a war in our very midst, an epidemic of influenza. Do 
not sneer at the enemy. Do not belittle it by calling it ‘Flu.’ Give it its full name, be serious and 
realize that the undertakers are busy. 

 
https://theorca.ca/resident-pod/lock-down-the-province/ 

 
-Victoria had a mandatory shutdown of 33 days 
-Seattle had similar protest 
-Vancouver did not 
-3.6 to 10 percent mortality rates respectively 
-Victoria asked for a quarantine against Vancouver 

http://www.labourheritagecentre.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Spanish-Flu.pdf 

-flu killed as many Canadians as WW1 
-unusually deadly flu pandemic (first of two involving H1N1) 
-people thought it was due to “the strong immune reactions of young adults ravaged the body, 
whereas the weaker immune systems of children and middle-aged adults resulted in fewer 
deaths among those groups.” but actually was likely due to conditions that promoted bacterial 
growth (malnourishment, overcrowded medical camps, poor hygiene) 

 
-https://co-curate.ncl.ac.uk/spanish-flu-1918-1919/ 

 
-There is some discord on whether it was from Chinese labourers or had been circulating for 
months 
-55000 dead in Canada from 1918-1920 
-It’s interesting to note that the economy ended up paralyzed due to a lack of healthy workers- 
comparing that with our situation now, it goes to show that “re-opening for the sake of economy” 

http://www.labourheritagecentre.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Spanish-Flu.pdf
https://co-curate.ncl.ac.uk/spanish-flu-1918-1919/


could end up leading to more sick and/or dead, and eventually compromise the economy 
anyway 
-”public health played second fiddle to the war effort” once again, we see public health being 
undermined by countries with militaristic/populist leaders (US, Brazil, UK amongst others) 
-BC indigenous had a way higher mortality rate- 46 per 1000 vs 6.5 BC non-indigenous and the 
next highest Alberta is at 11.5 
From the report: 
* Indigenous peoples experienced the highest influenza mortality rates in the country. They also 
had an ambivalent relationship to “modern” medicine and the Canadian state as a result of the 
spread of infectious diseases historically through processes of colonialism; and the inadequate 
provision and segregated medical care throughout much of the late 19th and 20th centuries. 
(modest cottage hospitals often affiliated with residential schools with the addition of “Indian 
schools added in the 20th century) Other contributing factors based on submissions to 
McKenna-McBride Commission 1912-15: 1. Reserves inadequate to their needs – in sufficient 
land to grow crops or raise cattle 2. Adequate sanitation systems 3. Forced to do summer work 
away from home in canneries and on farms, 4. Poor housing in canneries and on farms, 5. 
Residential schools—underfeeding, overwork, forms of abuse, weakened health, 6. Forced to 
abandon traditional medicine for departmental doctors, 7. Higher degree of secondary infection 
& pneumonia—resulted in death when Spanish flu struck. 

 
-Remote communities in Canadian north also devastated (According to Eileen Pettigrew, only 
70 people of 220 survived in the Labrador town of Hebron, At Okak, also on the Labrador coast, 
207 of 266 died. The survivors, who later abandoned the site, fought to keep starving dogs from 
devouring corpses. ) 

 
-Religious groups also fought back against open air assembly ban 

http://spanishfluvictoriabc.com/armistice-crowds-ignore-ban/ 

-parades were very tightly packed. No social distancing! Everyone at the Armistice Day 
Paradein the photo are shoulder to shoulder. 

 
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/this-week-in-history-1918-mysterious-plague-spanis 
h-flu-hits-vancouver-papers/wcm/abfe6602-9c2b-402b-9fba-d2344dd22988/ 

 
-postulates that Spanish flu originates in Kansas 
-made worse by pretending it wasn’t affecting Allies and only affecting Germans, so recruitment 
not slowed 

 
Vancouver had 795 influenza deaths in 1918-19 and a death rate of 23.3 per 1,000 people, one 
of the highest among North American cities. 
Putting Vancouver’s deaths per 1000 into context: 

http://spanishfluvictoriabc.com/armistice-crowds-ignore-ban/
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/this-week-in-history-1918-mysterious-plague-spanish-flu-hits-vancouver-papers/wcm/abfe6602-9c2b-402b-9fba-d2344dd22988/
https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/this-week-in-history-1918-mysterious-plague-spanish-flu-hits-vancouver-papers/wcm/abfe6602-9c2b-402b-9fba-d2344dd22988/


By contrast, New York city had 27,362 deaths, but its death rate was only 14.4 per 1,000 
residents. 

 
Andy Yan’s observations on Vancouver’s Spanish Flu response in 1918: 
“We were still very much a frontier town, with a very, very basic kind of public health,” said Yan. 
“The health officer was named Dr. Underhill, which is rather unfortunate. You see his struggle in 
trying to maintain a certain sense of public order in that era.” 

 
Yan found race often popped up in stories, such as a Feb. 6, 1917 Vancouver World story 
headlined “Oriental Population Takes Wages of Sin.” 
This was pre-pandemic, but it talked about about how the death rate had already risen in the 
Asian population, which “suggests that the Orientals are now paying the penalty for the 
overcrowded condition under which they have lived in the past.” 
There was no mention that Chinese and Japanese residents were forced into overcrowded 
neighbourhoods by racism and low-paying jobs. 

 
Pandemics augment existing social pressures: “Whether it’s Spanish flu or COVID-19, these 
pathogens have a tendency of going along the social and economic fissures of the city. They 
really have a tendency of showing the fissures.” 
People didn’t trust official numbers then too, as noted at the end of the paper. 

 
 
C omox Glacier: 

 
https://www.hakaimagazine.com/features/whale-dying-mountain/ 

 
-Glaciers are melting due to unprecedented climate change 
-Comox Glacier is an apt example of this 
-However this is largely being ignored 
-Documented by Fred Fern via photography. Visible decline from 2013 to 2015 
-solastalgia: a term for homesick without leaving home because the environment around you is 
being destroyed 
-good example of amount of glaciers being eroded 
-Brian Menounos, a glaciologist, would be surprised if Vancouver Island—the largest island on 
the west coast of North America, and currently polka-dotted with what is marked on maps as 
“permanent snow and ice”—still had glaciers beyond 2060. If you find that hard to believe, 
consider the fact that what is now Glacier National Park, just stateside across the Canada-US 
border in the Rocky Mountains, had 150 glaciers in the mid-1800s and has 25 today 
-K’ómoks call it Queneesh 
-According to legend, the creator warns them of an impending flood, and they prepare four 
canoes for the flood. The flood covers the land completely, and they are adrift until they tie 
themselves to a whale and beach themselves at the top of a mountain. The whale later 

https://www.hakaimagazine.com/features/whale-dying-mountain/


transforms to the glacier 
-Queneesh didn’t just rescue them, he anchored the K’ómoks 
-Glaciers have been elements of the area since time immemorial, and that resonates with the 
K’ómoks people. FN Artist Andy Evans: “People come here, they see eagles spiralling in the 
sky….[but they don’t stay here] they’re like nomads. We stay put.” 
-K’ómoks oral tradition frames glaciers as social spaces where human hubris can trigger 
“unpleasant consequences” on the human world 
-MacKInnon feels solastalgia for a glacier he grew up with that is now diminished 
-Glaciers have long been considered inhospitable, thinking of “alpine ice” as an endangered 
ecosystem is new 
-Many animals retreat to glaciers for relief from heat or biting bugs 
-Glaciers appear to increase biodiversity of mountain landscapes. One example given was that 
if glaciers are removed from a watershed and aquatic insect species frop 60% 
-However, things adapt new ecosystems could emerge- lake developing on a plateau where 
there used to be ice 

 

B C Historical Timeline 
 
https://knowbc-com.ezproxy.nic.bc.ca:2443/books/Far-West/BC-Historical-Timeline 

 
-Most of this is review for me personally, but it’s nice to have it altogether in one place 
-Nonetheless, some observations: 
-Some First Nations people have lived here for over 11, 000 years. European settlers have only 
been here for 240. That’s almost 46 times as long! I already knew that most First Nations refer 
to having been here for “time immemorial”, but that discrepancy really puts it into perspective. 
-One thing that was new to me was that Vancouver Island only joined BC in 1866. 

 
W eek 2 

 
P rehistory as a Scavenger Hunt 

 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-humans-came-to-americas-180973739/ 

 
-For more than half a century, Beiring Strait theory was popular (coming over land ice bridge 
13000 years ago) 
-Recently, discovery of archaeological sites in NA and SA have shown humans to have been on 
the continent 1-2000 years before crossing supposed to have occurred (let alone migrated 
south) 
-A new theory emerged: Kelp Highway. KH maintains as ice sheets retreated humans came by 
boat travelling down Pacific. Supports sites from 14-15000 years ago 
-Now, the emerging picture suggests people arrived over 20 000 years ago. They would have 
lived on Beringia, a now vanished continent (? not specified) before moving to NA 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-humans-came-to-americas-180973739/


-Largely based on DNA data 
-Skeptical archaeologists point out no sites older than 16000 years old confirmed here, but 
geneticists think over 20000, confident they’ll merge soon 
-On Quadra island discovered artifacts 14,000 years old- among oldest in NA 
-But then it says 12,800 years??? 
-1200 maritime culture artifacts (rock scrapers, spear points, simple flake knives, gravers and 
goose egg sized stones as hammers) 
-Sites like these reveal a key problem with BS (hah! Beiring Strait) theory- bias towards inland 
rather than marine routes 
-Despite coast’s inhospitality it had abundant resources, plus we knew Japanese used boats to 
reach coast 30-35k years ago 
-People probably in Beringia 18k years ago 
-Goal of Fedje, McLaren, and Mackie was to document BC Indigenious coastal communities but 
cutting edge techniques put them 
-PNW changed significantly since then- lush forest would have been bare rock following retreat 
of the ice sheets. Sea levels risen 400 ft since then too 
-As the world warms, melting ice sheets surged sea levels 
-As ice sheets weighed billions of tons, so the immense weight being lifted off the erath’s core 
cause it to bounce like a foam pad 
-Some places coast of BC moved more than 600 feet over a fe thousand years (!!!!) year to year 
noticeable changes 
-Land looks like its been there forever, but it’s actually very dynamic 
-In some places land’s bouncing and sea levels worked out so they were almost perfectly in 
place from where they used to be 
-Hakai Passage on central coast of BC one such place 
-microscopic plant and animal remains in sediment cores show which areas were on land in the 
ocean and in between 
-they then commissioned flyovers with laser-based lidar imaging, stripping vegetation, and 
showed features like rock beds that would be attractive to hunter gatherers. 
-surprisingly accurate way to find sites like one on Quadra Island 
-In 2016-17 found cutting tools, fish hooks, fire starting tool, charcoal dating from 13,600 
to14,100 years ago on Triquet Island 
-Calvert Island 13,000 year footprints 
-Loren Davis of Oregon Statue U found discovery of settlement inland of 15000 years 
-Meshes nicely with coastal migration, as it is hundreds of miles from the coast but connected 
by rivers 
-At least 500 years older than previously held earlier site (Swan Point, Alaska) 
-Columbia River corridor would be first off ramp of Pacific Coast migration route 
-Earliest site isn’t earliest, just earliest one yet so good chance many older 
-According to geneticist Willerslev, forebears of NA became isolated from Asian groups 23000 
years ago 
-After that period of genetic separation, “the most parsimonious explanation,” he says, is that 
the first Americans migrated into Alaska well before 15,000 years ago, and possibly more than 



20,000 years ago. Willerslev has concluded that “there was a long period of gene flow” between 
the Upward Sun River people and other Beringians from 23,000 to 20,000 years ago. 
-Likely people hanging out in Beringia isolated enough to become a genetically distinct group of 
people 
-They believe they would be isolated against in a way that wasn’t possible in Siberia or 
Hokkaido in Japan 
-Some have questioned whether Beringia would be too cold for people to survive 
-However, Beringia was a fairly moist tundra environment that could have supported a wide 
variety of animals , including humans 
-Archaeologist Vladimir Pitulko discovered a site by Yana River in Siberia that is 32,000 years 
old that was inhabited full time. This is evidence that Beringia could support human life 
-However, people who made it across Bering strait were different than Yana people due to DNA 
-Willerslev thinks early humans driven by curiosity because people migrated faster than 
resources would run out, relative o how fats they seem to have migrated southward 
-Some archaeologists, like Ben A. Potter, remind us that without evidence genetics hypotheses 
are just that, hypotheses. He thinks the Beringia would have been too cold, and cites the far 
north being depopulated in general and thinks that would extend to Beringia too. 
-Pitulko points out that roads aren’t being built there, which is a mina way we uncover old sites 

 
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/dig-it-a-story-that-s-been-written-in-stone-1.241 
03632 

 
-Local Kamloops woman finds a distinctive style known as Old Cordilleran and is typically found 
in sites dating from about 9,000 to 6,000 years ago while walking her dogs 

 
https://www.revelstokemountaineer.com/when-place-names-honoured-the-land/ 

 
-Revelstoke authors discussing N̓səl̓xcin naming practices. N̓səl̓xcin is a Sn̓ʕay̓čkstx (Sinixt) 
language, and their names referred to the features they were describing 
-Believed parts of the natural world are living entities and names they give “reflect the spirit of 
the land” 
-Based on traumatic experiences with colonialism Indigenous groups are more guarded sharing 
knowledge 
-N̓səl̓xcin names are practical (swift river, big water, buffalo hide) and informative, but also 
imbued with the spirit of the place 
-Settler naming practices involved honouring men who officials wanted to honour (ie Lord 
Revelstoke was a railroad financier) 

 
https://www.haidagwaiiobserver.com/news/archaelogical-breakthrough-on-haida-gwaii/ 

 
-corroborates dating referenced in The Fertile Shore article, artifacts found on Haida Gwai 13 
000 years old (charcoal in sediment) 

https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/dig-it-a-story-that-s-been-written-in-stone-1.24103632
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/dig-it-a-story-that-s-been-written-in-stone-1.24103632
https://www.revelstokemountaineer.com/when-place-names-honoured-the-land/
https://www.haidagwaiiobserver.com/news/archaelogical-breakthrough-on-haida-gwaii/


https://www.abbynews.com/community/archaeology-uncovers-buried-stsailes-history/ 
 
-some sites become discoverable due to ecological changes 
-the reason the village was able to remain in place for nearly 1,400 years was because of the 
abundance of salmon in the slough. Today, as the slough has suffered from 100 years of silt 
build-up after the demise of the village, that is no longer the case. 

 
https://www.langleyadvancetimes.com/community/remnants-of-first-nation-history-unearthed-in- 
crescent-beach/ 

 
-Burial site found at Crescent Beach in Surrey 
-council has authorized an additional 1.7 million for archaeological services, and McBride 
Avenue work was suspended for being too impactful 
-for context, current phase of project was placed at 5.7 million 

 
https://thetyee.ca/News/2019/07/26/Unearthed-Clambake-May-Change-Indigenous-Fortunes-B 
C/ 

 
-In July 2019, geoduck shells between 500 to 1000 years old were found in an excavation on 
Keith Island off the west coast of Vancouver Island 
-This is noteworthy because there is demand for them in China, specifically Canadian, because 
they put a tariff on US imports in retaliation to Trump’s tariffs. 
-Previously, courts had ruled Nuu-chah-nulth-aht have a constitutional right to fish and sell fish 
from their territory, but geoducks were excluded from the ruling. The court argued that the 
species have only been harvested since the invention of modern equipment and there was no 
evidence that First Nations collected them. 

 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/one-oldest-north-american-settlements-found-18 
0962750/#3pHKiCrxGu2P8wvt.03 

 
-Article details Triquet Island finds mentioned in Montaigne’s article 
-Mostly recap, however, it puts age into context. As Randy Shore of the Vancouver Sun 
contextualizes, the village is “three times as old as the Great Pyramid at Giza.” 

 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/indigenous-family-facial-reconstruction-1.4108642 

 
-The Canadian Museum of History has unveiled a unique new exhibit that brings the faces of a 
4,000-year-old Indigenous family back to life. 
-"This exhibit is incredibly important. It represents perhaps the wealthiest and most important 
family in North America 4,000 years ago that we've been able to identify," said Mark O'Neill, 
president and CEO of the Canadian Museum of History. 
-How were they able to determine their wealth?? 

https://www.abbynews.com/community/archaeology-uncovers-buried-stsailes-history/
https://www.langleyadvancetimes.com/community/remnants-of-first-nation-history-unearthed-in-crescent-beach/
https://www.langleyadvancetimes.com/community/remnants-of-first-nation-history-unearthed-in-crescent-beach/
https://thetyee.ca/News/2019/07/26/Unearthed-Clambake-May-Change-Indigenous-Fortunes-BC/
https://thetyee.ca/News/2019/07/26/Unearthed-Clambake-May-Change-Indigenous-Fortunes-BC/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/one-oldest-north-american-settlements-found-180962750/#3pHKiCrxGu2P8wvt.03
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/one-oldest-north-american-settlements-found-180962750/#3pHKiCrxGu2P8wvt.03
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/indigenous-family-facial-reconstruction-1.4108642


http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/first-nations-repatriation-1.3760631 
 
-The provincial government has earmarked $2 million to help return First Nations artifacts from 
museums around the world to British Columbia. 

 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/science-first-nations-oral-tradition-converging-1.3853799 

 
-In 2016 a study inked the genomes of 25 Indigenous people who lived 1,000 to 6,000 years 
ago with 25 descendants in the Lax Kw'alaams and Metlakatla First Nation in British Columbia. 

 
-An important outcome of the study was confirmation that the Metlakatla First Nation has been 
in the region for thousands of years — something the Metlakatla have long asserted through 
oral tradition. 

 

W eek 3: 
 
Y uquot/Friendly Cove 

 
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/news/environment/the-epic-tale-that-is-jacko-lake-1.236848 
85 

 
-Incredibly diverse lake where Two bands — Tk’emlups and Skeetchestn — are together 
claiming rights and title to private land held by mining company KGHM Ajax. 

 

W ashing of Tears Documentary 
 
https://www.nfb.ca/film/washing-of-tears/ 

 
-Arrival of Captain Cook signalled the start of destruction of people, especially “when Spaniards 
were here” (Spaniards were here???) 
-Mowachaht people only 52 left, 93 years ago from doc filming out of 8000 in Kootka Sound 
-makes interviewee think of her father, a whaler 
-last whale caught in 49 
-whalers naked in picture 
-only used a mussel shell attached to the harpoon and would sew up their mouth underwater 
-”when i die, use me , cut my head of to chase me to get that whale(take my strength)” 
-English called it Whalers Cove, they called it Cheesem (whaling shrine), building where they 
would go for strength 
-George Hunt sold it to a white man while everyone was sealing, its in a museum in NY it has to 
go back to where it belongs 
-represented our strength (“and a lot of things”) 
-woman loved listening to elders as a kid 
-Department of Indian Affairs forced them out of Friendly Cove by taking away the funding for 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/first-nations-repatriation-1.3760631
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/science-first-nations-oral-tradition-converging-1.3853799
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/news/environment/the-epic-tale-that-is-jacko-lake-1.23684885
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/news/environment/the-epic-tale-that-is-jacko-lake-1.23684885
https://www.nfb.ca/film/washing-of-tears/


the school, and then they had to move out when they shut the school down/ Had a big 
psychological effect 
-Chief’s son feels bad about moving away. But had to. Left without telling anyone has wanted to 
go back for 20 years 
-Another woman always got beat up by her drunk husband, he broke her pancreas, he got 2 
years probation, but she stayed with him for 14 more years after 
-Every new years she was all alone while he celebrated, then one year she decided to go out 
and start drinking 
-”I was a pitiful sight after that, but I felt better, because I didn’t have to feel the punches” 
-Another woman moved from Friendly Cove to Campbell RIver to Port Alberni to Victoria, 
husband found her, kid has been in and out of hospital 
-Only have 9 acres left, “Supposedly we surrendered, we never did, we all live in poverty and 
now there is a mill on our reserve and everything is contaminated” 
-”We used to get millions of humpys in here- special fish to us” what is a humpy? Now, not one, 
all killed by pollution 
-Pisses him off being blamed for salmon depopulation, “finger pointed the wrong way” 
-Bad times from drinking on reserved, guy beat up by his Dad 
-”they say my father was a good man but when you lived with him he was really cruel” 
-uses ocean to contemplate problems 
-”my son is a dancer” (FN dancer) 
-He’s sober now, took him 12 years to ask for help with it 
-Culture of celebrating sobriety, trying to get a singing culture going 
-His daughter used to be ashamed now she's proud of herself and her culture 
-”our culture has done more for our people than experts” 
-a couple months after her husband and son died, she was cynical about the creators doing that 
to her, closed her eyes, crying, and a dead eagle washed up in front of her, it also sacrificed its 
life fishing like her partner and son. It helped bring her closer to their spirits; eagles are 
important in their culture 
-feathers of the eagle from the cove she was able to give out as a gifts, (giving vs storing wealth 
FN vs settler society) 
-peaceful Vancouver Island vs honking of NY city streets 
-music in both places though (tribal vs jazz, from Blacks, another oppressed group) 
-Looking at artifacts of their people through the museum would be jarring and sad 
-Seems to be very important for dude in blue to touch and smell everything 
-”I could feel the power that was there, I had never felt anything like it in my life” (re: NY trip) “I’m 
not a religious person, but there, for some reason I started to pray, in my own language inside of 
me” 
-He carries the spirit of his people on in his “taxi booth (boat?), worth 100,000 $” 
-Turning church into a place to store totem poles, because they have no other place to put 
them. But they are still welcome to pray there, because they respect other religions. No talk of 
going to hell if you don’t follow it (unlike how Christians presented) 
-They are moving to a new site, 17 miles inland away from the mill.began discussions to get 
whalers shrine back (as of filming this for both of course) 



INTERVIEWEES in order: 
-Chief Jerry Jack 
-Terry Williams 
-Chief Ambrose Maquinna 
-Beulah Jack 
-Vikki Marks 
-Edwin Jack 
-Claire English 
-Chief Max Savey 

 
https://www.sfu.ca/brc/virtual_village/nuu-chah-nulth/yuquot--friendly-cove-.html 

 
-Yuquot or Friendly Cove translates to “Where the Winds Blow from Many Directions”. Located 
on Nootka Island, a large island off the coast of Vancouver Island in Nootka Sound, Yuquot is 
reputed as the ‘birthplace’ of British Columbia. It was in Yuquot in 1778 that Captain James 
Cook arrived making the first recorded landfall and sustained contact between the 
Mowachaht/Muchalaht people and Europeans. 
-Mowachaht/Muchalaht people maintained residence in Yuquot during the summers for 
generations. At the time of contact there were an estimated 1,500 people residing at the village 
in 20 large, multi-family longhouses. The buildings ranged in size from 24 to 30 feet wide and 
about 150 feet long. At this location there were ample resources, and the people engaged in 
fishing for salmon and dogfish as well as picking berries like blueberries, huckleberries, salal 
berries, and salmon berries. 
-The people of Yuquot were also known to be great whalers and had a whaling society that 
flourished for hundreds of years. 
-Also site of the “Nootka Incident” between Spanish and British of 1789-1792 
-Today, people still reside at Yuquot, and the population is believed to be less than twenty 
permanent residents. 

 
https://www.historicplaces.ca/en/rep-reg/place-lieu.aspx?id=15442 

 
-Yuquot was designated a national historic site of Canada in 1923 
- it is the ancestral home of the Mowachaht and the centre of their social, political and economic 
world; 
- continuously occupied for over 4,300 years, the village became the capital for all 17 tribes of 
the Nootka Sound region; 
-Only Spanish location in Canada 

 
https://www.timescolonist.com/our-history-when-capt-cook-first-found-the-island-1.1413933 

 
-In 1778, Cook became first Englishman since Francis Drake to see both coasts of NA 
-Developed navigation and survey skills in St Lawrence capturing Quebec for General Wolfe 
-Cook was supposed to make landfall close to 45 ° north because they thought that was far 

https://www.sfu.ca/brc/virtual_village/nuu-chah-nulth/yuquot--friendly-cove-.html
https://www.historicplaces.ca/en/rep-reg/place-lieu.aspx?id=15442
https://www.timescolonist.com/our-history-when-capt-cook-first-found-the-island-1.1413933


away enough to avoid upsetting Spain 
-Didn’t want Spain siding with American revolutionaries 
-Was trying to find a western entry point to NW passage 
-As they entered Nootka/ King George’s Sound the Mowachaht yelled “Nootka! Noot’ka Ichim!” 
to tell them to come around the point, knowing it was dangerous 
-But the name stuck 
-They called it Yuquot, meaning “exposed to the winds” 
-European name: Friendly Cove 
-They said “Makook” do you want business? 
-Would trade anything metal for artifacts and animal pelts (euro:FN) 
-Bought 1500 sea otter pelts, as they were going north 
-Cook set the standard for how exploratory missions should be undertaken, recorded and 
presented 
-After exploring Alaska and Bering Sea Cook went to Sandwich Isles in Hawaii where he was 
killed 
-In Kamchtaka, his crew learned pelts were valuable and sold them to Russians though they 
later in China found out they sold em too cheap 
-Came back without Cook in 1780 
-Nootka Sound became busiest west coast seaport over next decade 

 
https://www.cbc.ca/2017/canadathestoryofus/chief-maquinna-gatekeeper-of-the-pacific-northwe 
st-1.4046491 

 
-Chief Maquinna was a young, powerful leader and shrewd negotiator with Euro fur traders 
-Maquinna was primarily responsible for dividing the resources of the 'hoopukunum' (a concept 
similar to the British idea of Crown land). 
-British and Spanish ships traded European goods to the Nuu-chah-nulth for otter pelts, then 
traveled to China to trade for tea, silks, and porcelain. 
-In 1789, Spain seized British ships, claiming ownership over all sea otter trade and all the 
Indigenous land on America's west coast. The British threatened to retaliate with their superior 
navy. 
-Maquinna's role was central in easing tensions between the European powers during this 
"Nootka Crisis." Even after his close friend and advisor (possibly even son-in-law) Callicum was 
killed by the Spanish, Maquinna kept a cool head. 
Maquinna embarked on consensus building. He taught himself English and Spanish, and 
brought together Spain's Captain Juan Francisco de la Bodega and Britain's Captain George 
Vancouver to negotiate an agreement that would avert war. 
-When British ship the Boston tried to take furs by force, Maquinna and his warriors killed the 
entire crew of the ship, save one blacksmith, John Jewitt, who became Maquinna's slave. 
-After a series of agreements (the Nootka Convention), both European powers declared neither 
would form a permanent settlement in the regions, but ships from either country could visit to 
trade with Maquinna's otter hunters. (Obviously, Europe didn't abide by this convention for too 
long.) 

https://www.cbc.ca/2017/canadathestoryofus/chief-maquinna-gatekeeper-of-the-pacific-northwest-1.4046491
https://www.cbc.ca/2017/canadathestoryofus/chief-maquinna-gatekeeper-of-the-pacific-northwest-1.4046491


-By the 1810s, the sea otter population had been so depleted that the trade itself became 
impossible. (still an at-risk species) 
-Today, the Nuu-chah-nulth are heavily involved in Claquot protests 
-They run Canada’s oldest Indigenous newspaper, Ha-Shilth-Sa and have since 1974 
- Evan Munday “The fur trade of the late 18th century was built on Indigenous principles of trust 
and discussion and meetings and relationships. Maquinna and the Nuu-chah-nulth displayed 
the kind of interest in mediation and the communal good that is often seen as intrinsic to 
Canada's national identity.” 

 
https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA3LE.html 

 
-Boston arrived in 1803 
-Chief Maquinna had been trading with Euros for 20 plus years 
-He and Captain John Salter exchanged gifts (salmon for rifle) 
-Over the hunt one of the locks on the rifle was bad 
-Maquinna told Salter (it was “peshak”), Salter called him a liar assuming he broke it 
-John Jewitt got gun to repair 
-Maquinna understood insults hurled at him but said nothing, seething silently 
-Next day, Maquinna returned bringing salmon...Jewitt heard a big commotion upstairs while he 
was cleaning muskets, popped up and almost was decapitated but was hit in forehead. 
-The gash probably saved his life as he went collapsed back down into storage 

https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA4LE.html 

-After the Boston’s capture March 22 he was offered to be slave for life because he had musket 
repairing and knife making skills 
-Jewitt agreed to all questions and to be slave for life 
-They found a second man alive, the ship’s sail maker, John Thompson,and Jewitt convinced 
Maquinna he was his father and threatened suicide if they killed him, and saved his life 
-20 tribes came, largest potlatch ever, gave away over 100 muskets, secured dominance in 
area 

 
https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA5LE.html 

 
-Thompson was a resentful native hating American from Philly 
-But Jewitt tried to learn their language 
-Made fish hooks, ornaments, bonded with M’s 11 year old son 
-Valued as armourer and novelty by Maquinna 
-Maquinna was vain and complex, political and principled. Image mattered to him 
-Jewitt and Maquinna’s relationship grew familial, THompson stayed angry 
-T punched M’s son once and almost died but J talked M down 
-M promised J he could go if a ship came but after massacre no one ever came back to trade 
-Other chiefs felt that as witnesses to a massacre, J & T were liabilties, and M had to fight 

https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA3LE.html
https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA4LE.html
https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA5LE.html


another chief with his club once 

https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA1LE.html 

-JJ thought Maq was totes a babe from way before they had their whole slave thing “Air of 
savage magnificence” 
-Maq was wholesaler for other tribes making significant profits 

 
https://www.timescolonist.com/our-history-living-as-captives-1.1263175 
-JJ spent 28 months as a slave. These are observations from his diary 
-On Sept 3 tribe moved all houses from Nootka to spend winter at Tahsis and Coopte. 
-Coopte was 30 miles up sound in a deep bay, Tahsis was 45 
-Took everything with them, even planks for dwelling 
-To Euros, this is “quite novel and strange” 
-Infants are suspended on some kind of cradle/hammock while travelling, JJ also noticed they 
do this when in their homes, and posits its why they are so rarely deformed 
-Tahsis is secure from winter storms with a nice view 
-But main reason for coming was because it provides a source of winter food: salmon, herring, 
sprat and all their spawn 
-pot is put at the foot of a rapid or fall and collects fish. 
-JJ saw more than 700 caught in 15 mins once 
-He was permitted a gun to hunt 
-Less pleasant than Nootka, with less space and cold weather keeping them in that space more 
-He was worried he would lose his journal because M saw it as a threat (tell him about Boston 
Massacre); JJ convinced him it was weather diary but hid it from him thereafter 
-Thompson made garments they liked, Maq loved his colorful robe 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuquot_Whalers'_Shrine 

-Anthropologist Aldona Jonaitis believes a text of Camille de Roquefeuil written in 1818 provides 
the first conclusive evidence of the Shrine's existence from the perspective of multiple people 
-It’s still in NYU because the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(NAGPRA) requires Native American cultural items to be returned to 'lineal descendents' 
-Current idea is build a community center to house the shrine 

https://legionmagazine.com/en/2019/10/spain-and-britain-settle-a-trade-war/ 

-Spanish were first Euros to explore and claim PNW 
-In 1493 Pope Alexander VI granted them claim to any lands west of Azores not held by a 
“Christian Prince” 
-In 1775 they reached BC, which is why so many inlets, straits, and bays have Spanish names 
-In 1778, they found Nootka, 100 km north of Tofino 
-Journals of the fur trade (see notes above from SFU) were published, kicking off fur trade war 

https://www.cbc.ca/history/EPCONTENTSE1EP1CH7PA1LE.html
https://www.timescolonist.com/our-history-living-as-captives-1.1263175
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuquot_Whalers%27_Shrine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aldona_Jonaitis
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Camille_de_Roquefeuil&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NAGPRA
https://legionmagazine.com/en/2019/10/spain-and-britain-settle-a-trade-war/


with spanish 
-Spanish built a fort in 1789, hoping to discourage British 
-THen Spain captured 4 British vessels 
-B asked for compensation, S refused 
-B threatened war, S’s main ally France was busy with French Revolution so S backed down 
-In 1790 both signed Nootka convention 
-This source makes no mention of Maquinna? 

https://mynorthwest.com/926676/captain-cook-speaking-spanish-russian/ 

-Cook was first at present day Oregon before making it up to Nootka 
-Spanish were maybe there 1774 but didn’t go ashore 
- Catherine Gilbert, BC Historian: “1778 Nootka considered to be the birthplace of West Coast 
history, particularly for British Columbia.” (because of Euro FN interactions, she notes that FN 
have been here for millennia) 
-David Nicandri: Cook’s landing “completely transforms ... the imperial trajectory. What was 
moving otherwise to some kind of a division point between the Spanish zone of influence and 
Russian zone of influence, was interposed by the Anglo-American zone, which of course 
became known historically as the Oregon Country.” 
-One reminder of Spanish left in Nootka (beyond stories): a well 

 
https://search-proquest-com.ezproxy.nic.bc.ca:2443/docview/348188961?accountid=37666 

 
-Chinese landed on the Island as early as 1788 
-John Meares took 50 Chinese smiths, carpenters, and sailors to Yuquot in 1788 
- Chinese craftsmen helped Meares build a small fortress, a dockyard and a 40-ton schooner, 
the North West America, the first vessel to be launched in British Columbia 
-He was so impressed he brought back 70 more and noted they would be imperative to the 
development of the west coast 
-When Spaniards took ships in 1789 they took the Chinese labourers, mystery what happened 
to them 
-Some were taken to Gold River 
-American vessel, Jefferson, picked up a Chinese at Notka in 1793 
-In 1834 some Chinese went from Ft. Vancouver to Ft. Nisqually 
-Gold discovered in 1857 
-Chinese brought in 1858 
-Called ‘Celestials’ because in China king was considered Heaven’s son, so westerners called 
them Celestials 
-When Victoria wasincorporated in 1863, 300 people or 6% were Chinese 
-700 Chinese in Fraser Valley looking for gold 

https://mynorthwest.com/926676/captain-cook-speaking-spanish-russian/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R2Z5bu_YkA 
 
-1778:Maq’s warriors escort Cook to village 
-Cook’s 3rd voyage around world 
-Maq is generous, with lavish feasts 
-sea otter pelt worth 10k gold and waterproof (called “soft gold”) 

http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio.php?id_nbr=2084 

-Maquinna was first known in 1778, likely died in 1795 
-Likely took over after death of father Anapā in 1778 
-Maquinna was “name of a series of ranking chiefs of the Moachat group of Nootka Indians”. 
Does this mean it was a title like the Pope? 
-Juan Josef Pérez Hernández was Spanish navigator from 1774 who didn’t set foot 
-It’s possible the FN leader talking with Cook was Maq (but not confirmed?) 
-The first expedition to the northwest coast after Cook’s was that of James Hanna in 1785. In 
August Muquinna led an unsuccessful attack on his ship; a later Spanish account records him 
as saying it was provoked by a practical joke Hanna played on him 
-Maquinna traded with Meares in 1788 and even left him erect a small building 
-Maquinna was smart; took advantage of competition between Euros to drive up prices 
-Also, position enabled him to regulate FN activity in the area 
-Made sure all furs went through him (reminiscent of organized crime, taxes, US dollar standard 
even maybe- need to research that more- in the way powerful leaders make sure they get a 
piece of the action) 
-By 1792 he controlled a trading network with the Kwakiutl group at the mouth of the Nimpkish 
River (on the east coast of Vancouver Island); his agents used the well-established trade routes 
to cross the island and purchase furs which were then sold to crews visiting Nootka. Like the 
European captains, Muquinna knew a good deal about price differentials, and the trader John 
Hoskins reports that his profits as a broker were considerable. 
-In May 1789, Esteban José Martínez, arrested the trader James Colnett* for infringing on 
Spanish sovereignty 
-Maquinna was concerned about threats to profitability 
-On 13 July Muquinna’s brother, Callicum, paddled out to berate the Spanish, only to be shot 
dead by a seaman. 
-Maquinna then moved to Opistat off the coast of Tofino (to avoid conflict?) 
-But he had to continue to keep an eye on yuquot, when a rival went to meet Martinez he went 
too 
-In 1790 Spain decided to re-occupt Nootka sound, a force under Francisco de Eliza came and 
built a settlement 
-Mowachaht distrusted them and avoided them 
-Eliza stole planks from nearby village 
-In June Muquinna encountered an exploring mission under Manuel Quimper at Opitsat and 
was reassured enough that in October he helped search for survivors of a shipwreck 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R2Z5bu_YkA
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio.php?id_nbr=2084
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/perez_hernandez_juan_josef_4E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/hanna_james_4E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/martinez_fernandez_y_martinez_de_la_sierra_esteban_jose_4E.html
http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/colnett_james_5E.html


-But Colnett arrived at Yuquot in January 1791 and before he departed on 2 March tried to win 
Muquinna to the British cause; Muquinna asked “to see a larger ship.” 
-He had to keep on good terms with the Spaniards, for Eliza, having heard about ritual 
cannibalism, had threatened to destroy his village if the act were repeated. (No actual 
cannibalism evidence??) 

 
*break to explore cannibalism rumours 

 
https://search.proquest.com/openview/04caae4e8c11e6dd6ef24b6f69c3b742/1?pq-origsite=gsc 
holar&cbl=48796 

 
-Found a scholarly article I only had access to summary of (I assume this is fine for now? What 
is best practice if this happens while researching?) 
-According to fur trader John Meares, Chief Maquinna of the Mowachaht band at Nootka Sound 
engaged in hideous cannibal acts. While blindfolded he groped after fattened slaves, bit and 
bludgeoned victims to death, and shared strips of raw human flesh with his guests 
- Different versions of this story circulated among the sea otter fur traders and were recorded by 
the Spaniards who in 1789 established a post at Nootka Sound. Although earlier Spanish 
explorers had not mentioned cannibalism during their visits to many different locations on the 
Northwest Coast, the fur traders convinced the Franciscan friars, seamen, and soldiers at 
Nootka Sound that their lives were in peril. 
- However, there were no first-hand accounts to confirm that Chief Maquinna or anyone else 
engaged in cannibalism. 
- respected twentieth-century Northwest Coast historians such as Judge Frederick W. Howay 
rejected the rumours and hearsay evidence of the early observers, who lacked extensive 
knowledge of Native languages and cultures 
- Howay concluded that cannibalism beyond some ceremonial and symbolic acts did not exist. 

 
*Back to Maquinna’s story: 

 
-Maquinna stayed at Tahsis 
-Spain and Britain at brink of war after after Martinez seized colnett and meares claimed to own 
land occupied by Spanish at Yuquot 
-In 1792 Maquinna became pals with Juan Francisco de Bodega y Quadra and became his 
frequent dinner guest 
-JFBQ became convinced partly by Maquinna Meares claim to all Yuquot was unfounded 
-When George Vancouver claim to repossess Meares’ land, Maquinna negotiated with both 
sides 
-When JFBQ left it was still in SPanish hands 
-Euros left in 1795 after further negotiations 
-Mowachaht tore down Spanish buildings 
-Maquinna achieved chief status by traditional Mowachaht methods, confirmed with potlatch etc 
-However, fur trade allowed him to become much mroe powerful (duh) 

https://search.proquest.com/openview/04caae4e8c11e6dd6ef24b6f69c3b742/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=48796
https://search.proquest.com/openview/04caae4e8c11e6dd6ef24b6f69c3b742/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=48796


-Possible his importance exaggerated in English journals due to his importance to them 
-Maybe Wikaninish, Clayquot leader was more powerful? 
-Both led by influence rather than absolute authority 

 
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/maquinna 
-Maquinna, or Mukwina, meaning "possessor of pebbles,"was a Nootka chief (fl1778-95?) 
-His successor assumed the name of Maquinna. 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maquinna 
- In response to Russian activity in Alaska and the increasing visits by British fur-traders, Spain, 
which claimed the coast from Mexico to Alaska, asserted its authority by launching further 
voyages to the Pacific Northwest, including scientific and surveying expeditions. 
-The title by which he is described, "Hyas Tyee", which was to find its way into the vocabulary of 
the Chinook Jargon, is the same as that used for king (although it simply means important 
chief). 
-One story tells how he and his people performed a masquerade for Vancouver and Bodega y 
Quadra in which the noble brothers acted out a pantomime of European dress and manners, 
improvising mock-Spanish and mock-English dialogue, all set in the customary style of the great 
potlatch theatre-dance culture of the Northwest Coast 
- Maquinna also had an army of 300–400 men. 
- Jewitt was rescued in 1805 by Samuel Hill, captain of the brig Lydia. 

 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1988-11-17-vw-324-story.html 
-According to FN oral legend, Maquinna was drowned by an uncle whose village he tried to raid. 

 
https://search-proquest-com.ezproxy.nic.bc.ca:2443/docview/347902368?accountid=37666 
-The event that triggered the slaughter of the Boston's crew was relatively minor, an insult 
directed at Maquinna by the ship's captain, John Salter, just days after the ship anchored off 
Nootka Island. But, as Stewart wrote, "behind the deed also lay a buildup of injustices and 
mistreatment of the native people by intolerant and greedy white traders." One trader, taking 
advantage of Maquinna's absence from Yuquot, had raided the village and stolen a small 
treasure in sea otter skins. A Spanish captain killed four chiefs. After a chisel was stolen from a 
carpenter aboard the Sea Otter, the ship's cannon opened fire on the natives' canoes, killing 
more than 20 men, women and children. The village of Opitsat was burned. 

 
-"One is definitely more romanticized," says descendant of Jewitt. The diary had day after day of 
passages like "I made some fish hooks today, and it was cold and wet." Stewart's 1987 
annotated version of the narrative, The Adventures and Sufferings of John R. Jewitt, Captive of 
Maquinna, is a must read for anyone interested in our history. The modern-day Jewitt wonders 
at the fortitude shown by the young captive. 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/maquinna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maquinna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_expeditions_to_the_Pacific_Northwest
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